The fabrication of a nanoporous gold (NPG)-based catalyst on a glassy carbon (GC) support results normally in large isolated and poorly adhering clusters that suffer considerable material loss upon durability testing. This work exploits thermochemical oxidation of GC, which, coupled with the utilization of some recent progress in fabricating continuous NPG layers using a Pd seed layer, aims to enhance the adhesion to the GC surface. Thermochemical oxidation causes interconnected pores within the GC structure to open and substantially improves the wettability of the GC surface, which are both beneficial toward the improvement of the overall quality of the NPG deposit. It is demonstrated that thermochemical oxidation neither affects the efficiency of the Au 0.3 Ag 0.7 alloy (NPG precursor) deposition nor hinders the achievement of continuity in the course of the NPG fabrication process. Furthermore, adhesion tests performed by a rotating disk electrode setup on deposits supported on thermochemically-oxidized and untreated GCs ascertain the enhanced adhesion on the thermochemically-oxidized samples. The best adhesion results are obtained on a continuous NPG layer fabricated on thermochemically-oxidized GC electrodes seeded with a dense network of Pd clusters.
Introduction

Nanoporous Gold (NPG)-Based Catalyst on Glassy Carbon (GC)
A specific nano-material that has gained recent interest is nanoporous gold (NPG). NPG is a three-dimensional, continuous Au structure featuring interconnected nanosized pores and ligaments [1] . It is a conductive material that contains a very high surface area (SA) per unit mass, characteristic of nano-materials and comparable to that of nanoparticles (NPs) [2] . Independent of the synthetic routine employed, NPG is a fairly tunable material in the course of controlled fabrication and post factum [1] . NPG has been known and studied for many years, but the increased interest in the last decade largely stems from its versatility and numerous applications, across many disciplines, including electrochemistry, analytical chemistry and materials science, with emphasis on sensing and electrocatalysis [2] [3] [4] [5] .
It has been shown recently that ultra-thin films of NPG can serve as catalysts for fuel cell applications as an alternative to their nanoparticle (NP) counterparts [6] [7] [8] . Some advantages of those films are the simplicity of fabrication, the cost effectiveness and better reproducibility in terms of quality and reactivity. Unlike the variety of processing steps leading to insufficient control in nanoparticle synthesis, ultra-thin films are generated electrochemically under precise potential/current control. More specifically, the high level of control in the NPG fabrication process (involving co-deposition and selective dissolution) allows for the minimization of the material loss and surface contamination inevitable for the multi-step NP synthetic routines [7, 9] . Finally, the continuous nature of NPG films preserves their catalytic functionality from the edge effect, which is known to lower the catalytic activity characteristic of NP-based catalysts [10] .
Aiming at maximizing the effect of the above listed advantages, our group recently reported an all-electrochemical synthetic method for an NPG-based catalyst [7] . This method includes Au (1−x) Ag x alloy electrodeposition followed by selective dissolution of Ag (de-alloying) to generate the desired NPG structure of a thickness less than 20 nm [7] . For application in formic acid oxidation catalysis, NPG is functionalized with Pt by surface-limited redox replacement (SLRR) [11] to form Pt-NPG. Relying structurally on its interconnected porosity and featuring enhanced activity boosted by the catalytic synergism between Pt and Au [12, 13] , Pt-NPG constitutes a cost-effective alternative to Pt fabricated on Au and glassy carbon (GC) substrates. The Pt-NPG catalyst demonstrated high mass activity (1-3 A·mg −1 of combined catalyst) and a reasonable catalyst life (2600 standard formic acid oxidation cycles). These tests ascertained a satisfactory performance in stability tests [7] . However, the catalyst fabrication and its further assessment revealed issues and challenges associated mainly with the use of GC substrates. Specifically, we were unable to achieve a continuous layer of NPG on GC, unlike the continuous NPG films that have been synthesized on Au (and other metal substrates), which feature properties that are identical to bulk Au. Instead, a low-density cluster deposit of NPG was fabricated on GC, which was attributed to the poor surface catalytic activity [14] . The poly-disperse spherical particles are the representative outcome of conventional synthetic routines on GC electrodes [15] . Contrary to the expectation that electrodeposition would generate alloy deposits that adhere better to the GC than physically adsorbed NPs, a considerable loss of NPG spherical clusters was observed during performance testing of accordingly fabricated Pt-NPG catalysts [7] . This issue was addressed by the development of routines for the fabrication of a continuous ultra-thin film of NPG on GC with the additional goal of improving the adhesion by decreasing the NPG mass per point of contact with the surface [16] . However, even the successful fabrication of perfectly continuous NPG films (which constitutes an achievement by itself [17] ) was unable to completely resolve the adhesion issue, despite the certain noticeable improvement of the overall catalyst stability during testing.
Thermochemical Oxidation for Improved Adhesion
Efforts toward enhancing the adhesion of metals to the surface of GC in order to optimize its use as a carrier in catalysis have shown that oxidation is a promising approach. Two types of oxidation have been reported in the literature: thermochemical and electrochemical. Thermochemical gas phase oxidation exposes the GC substrate to air (functioning as the oxidant) at temperatures in the range of 400-600 °C. This protocol was first reported by Siemens in 1980 [18] , and the thermochemically-oxidized glassy carbon (TOGC) was used toward the development of an electric double-layer capacitor. This protocol was further explored [19] and eventually included the application of activated GC as the carrier/support for electrocatalytic materials [20, 21] .
In its unaltered state, GC is considered to be a nonporous, impermeable material [22, 23] . At the same time, pores located within the material are closed and can therefore be considered as voids within the impermeable structure. The process of thermochemical oxidation opens these pre-existing pores, which coalesce and form larger pores to ultimately increase the surface area of the substrate [24] . This modification of the surface increases the density of homogenously distributed surface defects and imperfections, which can serve as nucleation sites during electrodeposition. This, in turn, leads to enhanced nucleation density in comparison with untreated GC counterparts [20] .
Savouchkina et al. were the first to utilize TOGC as a substrate for Pt electrodeposition [20] . It was reported that as the thermochemical oxidation time increased, Pt coverage also increased. In addition, it was also reported that the presence of pores on the substrate inhibited Pt diffusion and promoted three-dimensional growth. Thus, it was apparent that thermochemical oxidation did not facilitate the growth of a continuous thin film of Pt in this study.
The Paper's Objective
While work toward the generation of an oxide layer and the opening of micro-pores on a GC surface during thermochemical oxidation had been explored and occasional reports touch upon the nucleation density and the adhesion of metal deposits, none of these studies have reported on the effect of thermochemical oxidation on the continuity and adhesion of Au and NPG deposits on GC. This paper is aimed at utilizing thermochemical oxidation for the fabrication of robust and continuous NPG layers featuring enhanced adhesion to the GC substrate. Based on previously developed routines [7, 15] , the synthetic and characterization research will primarily focus on: (i) the morphology and continuity of the GC layer as a result of the thermal oxidation substrate studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM); (ii) the wettability of thermochemically-oxidized GC surfaces assessed by contact angle measurements; and (iii) the adhesion of Au 0.3 Ag 0.7 films on thermochemically-modified and control (untreated) GC substrates by measuring the surface area and the total amount of dissolved Ag before and after subjection to an unsteady environment realized by a rotating disk electrode (RDE) setup.
Experimental Section
Electrode Preparation
Cylindrical glassy carbon working electrodes (Goodfellow, Huntingdon, England; diameter 5 mm) were first mechanically polished down to 1 µm with alumina slurry (Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL, USA) followed by rinsing in Barnstead Nanopure ® water (R ≥ 18.2 MΩ·cm) and sonication for 2 minutes in ethanol. After sonication, they were dried under ultra-high purity N 2 (less than 1 ppb of O 2 , CO, CO 2 and moisture). These sequential steps encompass the procedure for the preparation of GC electrodes that will be called "untreated" further in this work. In all deposition experiments, the GC electrodes (untreated or subjected to further modification) were brought in contact with the electrolyte in a hanging meniscus configuration.
Pd Seeding
As polished or thermochemically-oxidized GC electrodes were sensitized for two minutes in a solution containing 10 mM SnCl 2 (GFS Chemicals, Powell, OH, USA; 98%) and 0.1 M HCl (JT Baker, Center Valley, PA, USA; 37.2%) to form a uniform layer of adsorbed Sn 2+ ions. The GC electrodes were immediately rinsed thoroughly with Barnstead Nanopure ® water, dried and then exposed to a solution containing 10 mM (NH 4 ) 2 PdCl 4 (GFS Chemicals, 99.999%) and 0.1 M HCl (JT Baker, 37.2%) for one and half minutes in order to replace the Sn 2+ layer with a Pd(II) complex. The Pd(II) complex solution was thoroughly de-oxygenated by purging for an hour with ultra-high purity N 2 . The GC electrodes were then rinsed thoroughly with Barnstead Nanopure ® water again and dried gently under ultra-high purity N 2 . Finally, the freshly deposited Pd seed was subjected to acceleration by submerging it in a solution containing 10% HCl by weight for three minutes in order to complex any remaining Sn
2+
. After this, the Pd-seeded GC electrodes were rinsed one final time with Barnstead Nanopure ® water and dried.
Thermochemical Oxidation
After mechanical polishing and thorough removal of all polishing remnants, GCs were subjected to a thermochemical oxidation treatment in a furnace (Model 47900, Barnstead Thermolyne, Dubuque, IA, USA) and heated at 450 °C for 40 minutes. Those electrodes were then used either directly as a support for NPG catalysts or were subjected first to Pd seeding and then used as the NPG support. The former will be referred to as thermochemically-oxidized GCs (TOGCs). The latter will be further referred to as dual-treated GCs (DTGCs).
Thin Film Alloy Deposition
A Princeton Applied Research (PAR) Model 273 Potentiostat/Glavanostat with Corrware Software was been used to electrochemically deposit Au 0.3 Ag 0.7 thin films with solutions containing 0.6 mM Au(I)Cl (GFS Chemicals, 99.995%) and 1 mM AgClO 4 (GFS Chemicals, 99.995%) (3:2 ratio) in 0.1 M Na 2 S 2 O 3 (Alfa AESAR, Ward Hill, MA, USA; ≥99%). The alloys were electrodeposited on treated and untreated GC samples in a three-electrode cell at a constant potential of 0.200 V versus standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) using Ag/Ag + pseudo reference electrode (PRE) (~0.600 V, SHE) and a Pt wire as the counter electrode (CE). The cell was purged with ultra-high purity N 2 for 20 minutes. The thickness of the films was controlled by the duration of the deposition process carried out under steady-state conditions. An identical amount of deposited alloy with a given composition for all samples was ensured through the determination of the deposition efficiency calculated as the ratio of charge of de-alloyed Ag (see the next step) to the total deposition charge (fixed at 50 mC·cm −2 in all experiments).
Following alloy deposition, the samples were rinsed thoroughly with Barnstead Nanopure ® water and dried. After deposition, Pb underpotential deposition (UPD) was performed immediately to determine the SA of the deposited thin film alloys [25] .
The De-Alloying Process
Selective removal of Ag from the Au 0.3 Ag 0.7 thin film alloy (de-alloying) carried out by linear sweep voltammetry was used to obtain NPG. The solution used was 1 mM AgClO 4 Normally, the accordingly fabricated NPG layer would feature a thickness of 20-50 nm, depending on the cluster density/continuity of the deposit.
Surface Area Measurements
Pb UPD was performed immediately after the NPG fabrication (as described in the previous section) and after the adhesion assessment (described in the next section) to determine the SA [25] of as-fabricated and adhesion-assessed samples, respectively. The solution was purged with ultra-high purity N 2 for 20 minutes prior to the Pb UPD experiments, and N 2 gently passed over the surface of the solution during the anodic scans. The measurements were performed by cyclic voltammetry in a three-electrode cell with a solution containing 0. 
Adhesion Assessment
NPG fabricated on modified GC was subjected to rotation for two hours at 1600 rpm in a solution of 0.1 M HClO 4 using a Pine MRS Rotator System, which was operated by a Pine MRS Motor Controller. The SA measurements performed on NPG samples before and after the rotation tests were quantitatively compared in order to determine if any material was lost (assuming the structural invariance of NPG). The adhesion assessment was also performed by de-alloying of two identical sets of as-deposited Au 0.3 Ag 0.7 alloy samples (not NPG) before and after rotation, respectively. By comparing the average amount of stripped Ag in both cases, the material lost during the rotation testing was accurately detected.
Scanning Electron Microscopy, Dual-Beam FIB/SEM and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed for the morphological characterization of nanoporous Au on GC substrates. The alloy composition was confirmed by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) using an FEG-SEM Zeiss Supra 55 VP coupled with a through-the-lens detector at an accelerating voltage of 8-10 kV, used for imaging at magnifications as high as 200,000 times. The working distance was varied depending on the nature of the sample. Furthermore, focused ion beam with scanning electron microscope (FIB/SEM) was used for examining the surface of the thermochemically-oxidized GC surface layer by cross-sectioning. It needs to be noted that prior to generating a hole, the surface of the thermally-treated GC was coated with Pt to prevent surface damage upon removal of the material.
Contact Angle Measurements
The contact angles (CA) of untreated and thermochemically-oxidized GC samples were measured to determine the hydrophilicity and wettability trends. Furthermore, CA were measured for comparison on electrochemically-oxidized GC sample (EOGC), which is expected to be most hydrophilic [26] [27] [28] . The electrochemical oxidation was performed for 300 s at a constant potential of 1.47 V vs. Hg/Hg 2 SO 4 . The CA measurements were taken using a goniometer and the Drop Analysis LB-ADSA software. A drop of deionized water was placed on the surface of the GC, and the contact angle was determined using the curve fitting software. Figure 1 presents an SEM image that illustrates the nucleation density on untreated GC. In accord with earlier work [7, 11] , NPG forms clusters when fabricated on untreated GC. Nucleation of these NPG clusters, which are about 40-50 nm in diameter, is sporadic. The clusters continue to grow in size as the growth process is supported by the applied deposition potential. Adhesion between the NPG and GC substrate is poor. The fabricated NPG has a tendency to peel off the GC surface during handling. Our previous work utilized a Pd seed layer on the GC (PdGC) to facilitate the fabrication of a continuous layer of NPG [17] and provides a detailed description of the fabrication of a continuous layer of NPG on PdGC. Figure 2 provides an SEM image of the continuous layer of NPG fabricated on PdGC. Unfortunately, the presence of the Pd seed layer did not greatly improve the adhesion between the NPG and GC during performance testing.
Results and Discussion
Nucleation Density
Our present work focuses on utilizing the oxidation of GC to enhance the adhesion between NPG and GC. Figure 3 shows an SEM image that illustrates the nucleation density of NPG on thermochemically-oxidized GC (TOGC). In comparison with Figure 1 (NPG on untreated GC), Figure 3 shows that the NPG nanoclusters are larger (~70-80 nm diameter), implying lower nucleation density in this case. This seems to contradict a previous work reported by Savouchkina et al. [20] , which showed that thermochemical oxidation of GC enhanced the nucleation density of electrochemically-deposited Pt. The NPG clusters in our experiments are smaller in size than the Pt nanoparticles electrochemically-deposited by pulse-plating (2s) from five times more concentrated solution in Savouchkina's work [20] . It also appears that the NPG clusters exhibit more uniformity with regard to size. It is likely that the difference in the deposition mechanism (mainly activation controlled in [20] vs. mass-transport controlled in our runs) contributed to the difference in nucleation density. There is also a remote possibility that the nature of the depositing metals in both cases also played a certain role in the initial nucleation and growth of the deposit on the GCs used in both experiments. Finally, the difference in the background electrolytes (thiosulfate in our work vs. sulfate in [20] ) could also contribute to the difference in the initial nucleation density in both cases. Based on our previous experience, insufficient nucleation density could be addressed by the application of a metal seed prior to the nucleation process [17] . Figure 4 provides an SEM image of NPG fabricated on dual-treated GC (DTGC), which is a GC substrate that is first thermochemically-oxidized and then seeded with Pd using the same method described in our previous work [17] . A continuous thin film was observed for NPG fabricated on DTGC, as shown in Figure 4 . This, combined with the results of our previous work, strengthens our earlier finding by confirming that the Pd seed layer is instrumental in the deposition of a continuous thin film on GC, even after the thermal treatment [17] . The most recent model for the structure of GC is a fullerene-type microstructure suggested by Harris [29] . This model is based on high-resolution SEM micrographs, which revealed tightly curled carbon layers and enclosed nanopores. This model also attributes to the specific structure the impermeability and low reactivity of GC, particularly in comparison with other carbon materials. The presence of closed pores within the GC structure has been suggested by most models and is accepted as a characteristic of GC [29, 30] . Following thermochemical oxidation, the GC surface appeared to be unchanged to the naked eye, which was expected, because the porosity of the active surface is at the microscale [31] . Although the exact structure of GC is unknown, several models implying a certain organization and agreeing on the mechanical stability of the active layer have been proposed [30, 32] .
Based on the results shown in the literature, as well as the cross-sectional SEM images presented in Figure 5 , we believe that thermochemical oxidation opens the pores at the surface of the GC. Indeed, Figure 5 presents a cross-section of a TOGC electrode, where the top portion shows a Pt coating layer, the bottom portion presents the GC bulk unaffected by the thermal treatment, and the darker layer between these two is the result of the thermochemical oxidation (indicated by the lines and arrow). A closer inspection of this layer ( Figure 5 , upper inset) reveals a diffuse boundary between the treated surface and the Pt coating. The diffuse appearance could be associated with a certain amount of Pt slightly penetrating through the opened pores beneath the GC surface. Support for such an interpretation is provided by the lower inset in Figure 5 , whereby the untreated control GC sample with no open pores features a sharp interface with the Pt coating. The presumed pore opening upon thermal treatment leads to the roughening of the GC electrode and, thereby, improves the interaction of deposited clusters with the modified surface. During fabrication of NPG, AuAg nucleates on the surface of TOGC, including within the open pores. These pores appear to be nano-to micro-scale pits at the surface of TOGC, as illustrated in Figure 6a . When GC is coated with a Pd seed layer, the seed layers are situated on top of the GC surface, as illustrated in Figure 6b . The Pd seeds function as nucleation sites for AuAg clusters during the fabrication of NPG. The presence of a high-quality Pd seed layer with evenly spaced and dense Pd clusters is essential to obtain a continuous layer of NPG [17] . It appears that neither the roughening of the GC surface (through pore opening) nor the very low concentration of oxygen anticipated as a result of the thermal treatment [20] in open air served as obstacles to the continuity of the obtained NPG layer, as shown in Figure 4 . We believe that, during dual treatment, the seed layer is accommodated in the opened pores, as illustrated in Figure 6c . AuAg then grows on top of the dense and uniformly dispersed seed layer, which enables the fabrication of a continuous NPG film. Figure 7 shows representative picture of the measurement of the average equilibrium static contact angle (CA) on untreated and oxidized GC samples and provides in the caption the contact angles, as well. Untreated GC (Figure 7a ) is a hydrophobic surface with an average CA of 84° ± 3°. The images in Figure 7 show the impact of different treatments to the CA and wetting properties of the GC surface, respectively. For that purpose, an electrochemically-oxidized GC sample (EOGC), which is expected to develop surface oxide and, thus, become more hydrophilic [26] [27] [28] , is also included as a reference in the CA measurements (Figure 7c ). The EOGC samples feature a CA of about 35° ± 7°. The large difference in CAs between untreated GC and EOGC indicates a significant increase in hydrophilicity caused by electrochemical oxidation. The increase in hydrophilicity is likely caused by a combination of quinone-like functional groups [26, 33] . The results also show that thermochemical oxidation (Figure 7b ) has a relatively limited impact on the hydrophilicity enhancement in comparison with electrochemical oxidation. TOGC has an average CA of 51° ± 10°. The nearly 30º difference between TOGC and untreated GC suggests a significant increase in hydrophilicity caused by thermochemical oxidation, although not as significant as electrochemical oxidation. Most likely, the limiting low CA of the EOGC sample should be associated with the documented presence of the oxide termination layer, which is known to increase hydrophilicity. On the other hand, based on the results and the literature [31, 34] , we believe it is likely that thermochemical oxidation primarily causes morphological changes to GC manifested mainly by pore opening and contributing to a surface roughness evolution in TOGCs. This, along with the limited or virtually non-existent oxide on the TOGC surface, points toward considering the roughness evolution as the main cause of the decrease in CA. By assuming homogeneous wetting of rough surface and following the classical Wenzel model [35] , one could rationalize the CA decrease in the case of the TOGC sample [36] . A certain minor contribution to the CA trends could be associated with insufficient cleanliness of the untreated GCs, leading to a difference in the chemical surface composition with TOGCs. However, the overall implication of the CA measurements is that both thermally-and electrochemically-oxidized GCs facilitate the deposition of metals and better accommodate the deposits, owing to the enhanced hydrophilicity. Figure 8 summarizes the results of adhesion testing of NPG deposits through the recording of Pb UPD cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves [25] before and after the rotation of differently-treated GC samples. Assuming no morphological changes took place during rotation (no potential was applied during testing), the surface area should be proportional to the amount of material present upon potential cycling. Integration of the CV curves provides the charge of formation and stripping of a Pb UPD layer that conformally coats the surface and could thus be directly used for SA measurements. Thus, adhesion test data could be obtained by the integration of CV curves recorded before and after rotation and comparison of the accordingly obtained charges, respectively. Figure 9 provides additional information on the material loss from as-deposited Au 0.3 Ag 0.7 alloys, utilizing the results of de-alloying experiments carried out on identical samples before and after the rotation tests. In these experiments, assuming a steady alloy composition, the amount of dissolved Ag is proportional to the overall amount of material on the GC surface. The results of both adhesion assessments are summarized in Table 1 , which shows that untreated GCs exhibited the poorest adhesion, experiencing, on average, a 62% (Pb UPD) loss in SA and a 42% (de-alloying) loss of material. Both types of pretreatments explored in this work-Pd seed layer and thermochemical oxidation-enhanced adhesion between NPG and GC. PdGCs experienced less SA loss (45% in average) than untreated GC (62%). This is seconded by the results of de-alloying, attesting to a 22% vs. 42% material loss, respectively. This trend generally validates our earlier expectations about the adhesion improvement by virtue of providing less weight per point of contact between the deposit and GC surface [16, 17] . However, despite the improvement, the loss of material in the case of PdGC is still somewhat significant. A major improvement in adhesion was observed with TOGC samples that exhibited about 5% of SA and material loss. The best results were obtained on DTGC electrodes that showed virtually no material and SA loss after RDE testing and, therefore, proved to be the best GC substrates for NPG-based catalyst development. It is noteworthy that the de-alloying-based adhesion assessment suggests a higher retention rate on thermally-untreated samples compared to the Pb UPD approach (see Table 1 , Lines 1 and 2). This trend could be associated with the fact that in the former case, testing is performed on as-deposited alloy (it is impossible to apply the Ag de-alloying approach to NPG), and in the latter case, NPG deposits have been under consideration. It is possible that the de-alloying leads to a lower interaction between the resulting porous metal/alloy structure and the GC surface, likely by reducing the contact area. However, this effect does not seem to impact that dramatically on the deposit interaction with a thermally-oxidized GC electrode, and the metal retention remains strong, despite the developed porosity ( Table 1, Lines 3 and 4) .
Contact Angle Measurements
Adhesion Tests
These results indicate that thermochemical oxidation is essential to significantly improve adhesion between NPG and GC. The process of thermal treatment leading to enhanced hydrophilicity and surface roughening allows for better accommodation and stronger deposit adsorption on the GC surface, which is most likely the reason for the significantly improved adhesion shown in this work. Although the presence of a Pd seed layer substantially increases the nucleation density, having more seeds only does not dramatically alter the adhesion without thermal treatment. Therefore, the Pd seed layer alone is insufficient to provide substantial adhesion enhancement. The nucleation sites generated during thermochemical oxidation are associated with structural and morphological changes that are intrinsic to the GC structure and therefore provide better adhesion. The combination of thermochemical oxidation and a Pd seed layer generates the best overall result, as they both independently improve adhesion and contribute to the enhanced quality of the accordingly fabricated NPG deposits.
Conclusions
This work presents the use of the thermochemical oxidation of GC electrodes for the improvement of the adhesion of NPG deposits to the GC surface. Thermal treatment at 450°C in an ambient environment is shown to enhance the hydrophilicity of GC surfaces. Both pore opening supported by the thermal treatment along with enhanced hydrophilicity are believed to be the proponents of the substantially improved adhesion of NPG deposits to thermochemically-oxidized GC electrodes. Pd seeding only (without thermochemical oxidation) was also found to improve the adhesion of NPG deposits to GC electrodes, albeit to a considerably lesser extent. The best adhesion results, manifested by virtually no loss of material throughout the testing process, were obtained on thermochemically-oxidized and subsequently Pd-seeded GC electrodes. The thermochemical oxidation was also found to have no negative impact on the propensity toward the continuity of NPG deposits fabricated by routines reported earlier by our group [17] .
